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Abstract
Weanalyze and present applications of a recently proposed empirical tight-binding scheme for
investigating the effects of alloy disorder on various electronic and optical properties of semiconductor
alloys, such as the band gap variation, the localization of charge carriers, and the optical transitions.
The results for a typical antimony-containing III-V alloy, GaAsSb, show that the new scheme greatly
improves the accuracy in reproducing the experimental alloy band gaps compared to other widely
used schemes. The atomistic nature of the empirical tight-binding approach pairedwith a reliable
parameterization enablesmore detailed physical insights into the effects of disorder in alloyed
materials.

1. Introduction

Fine-tuning the electronic structure to achieve specific desired properties is one of the pivotal strategies in
optoelectronic device design. In particular, the combination of heterostructures with alloying of different
materials opens up a large design space. For example, quantumwell (QW), quantumdot (QD) or superlattice
(SL) structuresmade frompurematerials or their compositional alloys have been used intensively to tailor
energy levels, band gaps, or transition energies and optical strengths in order to control electronic transport,
emission or absorption spectra [1–6]. In fact, inmany cases individual layers consist of alloyedmaterials, such as
the quantumwells in InGaN/GaNLEDs [7, 8], which allows one to tune different device performance
parameters by adjusting both theQW thickness and the alloy composition. This band engineering approach has
beenwidely applied in light emitting devices (LEDs) [9, 10], visible and infrared detectors [11–13], and inmore
complex structures like quantum cascade lasers [14, 15]. Furthermore, alloying is utilized not only inmaterial
systemswithwell-established growth technology such as Si /Ge, III-V, III-nitrides and II-VI semiconductors,
but is also applied in other systems like hybrid perovskites [16].

Apparently, beside the details ofQW,QDor SL structures at the device scale, themicroscopic, atomistic
structure in the alloyedmaterials has an important impact on the properties of optoelectronic devices.
Moreover, alloy-like configurations can occur at hetero-interfaces due to atomic inter-diffusion, intermixing
and segregation [17, 18]. Since alloys exhibit an intrinsic randomdisorder on the atomic scale, the local
electronic and optical properties also vary spatially, to an extent that depends on the degree of uniformity and the
type of specificmaterial. Consequently, disorder canmanifest itself in themacroscopic behavior of the devices,
even in the ideal case of a randomalloy, where the probability distribution is spatially uniform. In otherwords,
the versatility inmaterial and device designs comeswith the unavoidable alloy disorder, whichmight not be fully
controllable in the technological growth processes andwhich can negatively impact device performance due,
e.g., to the broadening of optical transitions [19, 20] or additional alloy scattering [21]. Therefore, understanding
the effects of alloy disorder on electronic and optical properties is of crucial importance [22–24]. From the
theoretical side, this is translated into the need ofmodels able to properly integrate disorder effects at the
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atomistic scale into the calculation of the electronic and optical properties of the relevant portion in the active
region of a device, like aQW, aQDor a SL.

It should be noted that there are indirectmethods investigating the essential aspects of electron states in
disordered structures without solving explicitly the Schrödinger equation, such as the localization landscape
theory [25–27] or the low-pass filter approach [28, 29]. However, since the energy band structure is one of our
interests here, we focus on direct band-structure calculationmethods. In this context, an atomisticmodel is
naturally preferable to continuous-mediamodels and effectivemedium approximations. Onemayfirst think
about the use of ab initio approaches like density functional theory (DFT), which can arguably provide high-
accuracy results. However, being extremely computationally expensive prevents DFT frompractical
applications for simulating the randomalloyed systems on an average computing facility. The reason is that an
ideal atomistic simulationwould require the consideration of very large supercells (tomitigate the impact of
artificial periodicity) inmultiple different atomistic configurations (to be statisticallymeaningful). Some authors
usedDFTwith small supercells, especially employing the so-called special quasirandom supercells, inwhich one
has to carefully choose a small cell configuration that bestmimics the actual large supercells [30–32]. However, if
nonuniformity or clustering is involved, or in case ofQWorQD structures, then the requirement of large-
supercell simulations seems to be unavoidable.

This is where the empirical tight-binding (ETB)method comes into place as a good balance between
computational expense and physical accuracy. A comprehensive reasoning of why ETB ismore competitive
compared to the other band-structure calculationmethods for random semiconductor alloys can be found in
[33]. The ETB framework set by the seminal work of Slater andKoster in 1954 [34]was the father of various ever-
proposed ETB schemes. Among them, one of themost widely used in the literature is arguably the one proposed
by Jancu et al in 1998 [35] (hereafter will be referred to as ‘Jancu scheme’) and later given some improvements/
modifications in [36–39]. The paper [35] supplied the ETBparameters formany IV and III-V semiconductors in
an orthogonal, sp3d5s*,first-nearest-neighbor scheme.

During the last decades, Jancu scheme has proven its usability in various theoretical studies. In terms of
disordered randomalloy simulations, this scheme has been successfully applied to investigate the effect of
randomfluctuation in the InGaN alloy in [7, 40, 41], for example. However, the scheme has some theoretical
limitations that can cause issues when applied to alloyed systems.Motivated by that fact, in this studywewill
analyze these disadvantages and thenmention amore recent and sophisticated ETB scheme proposed by Tan
et al [42] (‘Tan scheme’ in the following). It will be shown that the new scheme can actually take advances in the
strain treatment and the parameter-fitting procedure to reproduce to an excellent extent the experimental band
gap of different alloys, alsowhere the Jancu scheme fails.We then demonstrate the applicability of Tan scheme
in large-supercell simulations to study the impacts of alloy fluctuations on the band gap, the localization of
charge carriers as well as the optical transitions for a typical antimony-containing alloy, GaAsSb. It turns out that
the ETB simulation results are not only alignedwell with the experimental observations, but also suggestmore
physical insights from the view of atomistic scale. Note that although herewe select GaAsSb for detailed
consideration, theworkflow is clearly not limited to this specific alloy.

The paper is structured as follows. First, wewill go through a brief summary of the theoretical background of
the ETBmethod in section 2.Next, in section 3 the limitations of Jancu scheme and howTan scheme overcomes
thosewill be analyzed in detail and validated by tests to reproduce the concentration dependence of some alloy
band gaps. Then, using Tan scheme, wewill showhow the randomfluctuation effects can be investigated in the
ETB framework regarding three aspects: alloy band gap, carrier localization and optical transitions. Each aspect
will be discussed in its own subsection in section 4. Finally, section 5 is devoted to conclusions and perspectives.

2. Theoretical background of ETBmethod

The central idea of the tight-bindingmethod is that the single-electronwavefunction |ψ〉 of an atomistic
structure can be approximately expanded in terms of a set of the tightly-bound atomic-like orbitals {|fα,i〉}
associatedwith the atoms in the unit cell, where i is the atom index andα is the combined index for quantum
numbers of the orbital, including spin. If we assume orthogonality of the basis set, then the single-electron
Hamiltonian can bewritten as:
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difficult and tedious task [34] that we try to avoid in practical simulations. Amore pragmatic way is to forget
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some high-accuracy reference targets from experiments or ab initio calculations, hence the name of themethod.
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In the framework of ETB,Eα,i are called on-site parameters, while ( )
( )V i

j
,
,

a
b are the off-site (or interatomic coupling,

or hopping) parameters if i≠ j and, in two-center approximation, should be dependent on themagnitude and
orientation of the vector dij


connecting the two atoms. In the case i= j, ( )
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i

,
,

a
b represents the intraatomic

couplings between different orbitals of the same atom,which are often ignored. Based on thework of Slater and
Koster [34], a numerous amount of different ETB schemes (some of themwill bementioned in the next section)
have been proposed in the literature, accompanied by their corresponding sets of parameters. Themain
differences fromone scheme to another lie in the choices of the basis set (from sp3 to sp3d5s*), the orthogonality
of these basis states, and in the number of the nearest-neighbor shells taken into account. A comprehensive
topical review of ETB can be found elsewhere, e.g. in [43] and the references therein. Among others, Jancu
scheme [35], which uses orthogonal sp3d5s* basis set up tofirst nearest neighbor couplings, is probably themost
popular for diamond and zincblende semiconductors (an extension of this scheme for nitride-containing
binaries in both zincblende andwurtzite phases was given in [44]). Although this scheme or its variants has been
used intensively over the past decades, in the following sectionwewill analyze the theoretical limitations of this
schemewhich pose some issues when applied to certain disordered semiconductor alloys.

3. Jancu scheme and its alloy-band-gap issue

3.1. Limitations of Jancu scheme
The treatment of strain is certainly a concernwhen simulating atomistic systemswith the ETBmethod,
especially in systemswith complicated and irregular strains, such as disordered randomalloys. The presence of
strain can lead to some or all of the following consequences:

1. The change in orientation of bonds: this is naturally incorporated with the direction cosines for any ETB
scheme based on Slater-Koster framework [34];

2. The change in bond lengths: this is usually taken into account by means of some distance-scaling law, which
can be the generalized version ofHarrison’s law [45];

3. The onsite-energy splittings of the otherwise degenerate orbitals due to strain-induced symmetry breaking;

4. The shifts of onsite energies due to the variation of the local potential around each ions (also see
supplementarymaterial for a discussion on the band offset).

5. The change of intracouplings between orbitals of the same ions due to symmetry breaking;

6. Themodification of the intercoupling (hopping) parameters;

7. The renormalization of Löwdin orbitals [46] for schemes using orthogonal basis.

Apart from thefirst two effects, consideration of the others in the original Jancu scheme [35]was quite
limited. For onsite splittings, the authors took only the case of uniaxial [001] strain into accountwith a strain-
induced splitting parameter bd for d orbitals, but the use ofmacroscopic strain tensors gives rise to some
ambiguities [37]. The shifts of onsite energies were totally omitted, keeping the onsite and band offset
parameters independent of the surrounding environment. The intracouplings were also ignored, and there are
no corrections for the intercoupling parameters beside the generalizedHarrison’s law. Later, some
modifications and improvements were proposed in [36–39], addressing some of the above limitations. The
approximation of the orthogonal basis can lead to severe errors in highly strained crystals or bonds. Some Slater-
Koster-based ETB schemes addressed this issue by introducing on-site corrections [47–49] induced by strain,
e.g. by performing a low-order Löwdin rotation, but are still lacking a full consideration of all of the above
effects.

In addition, there is another fatal conceptual problem in all the above-mentioned schemes and similar ones
when applied to alloyed systems. These schemes supplied ETBparameter sets for bulk pure semiconductor
materials, whichwerefitted to theDFT calculations of the band structures for the corresponding purematerials.
The implicit assumption is that the system should bewell defined in terms of purematerials. Due to this implicit
assumption, the onsite energy, as well as the spin–orbit coupling (SOC) and band offset parameters of a certain
ion typemay differ fromone purematerial to another, giving rise to the inherent ambiguity in the choice of
proper parameters in alloyed systems. A temporaryworkaround could be to average the onsite parameters of the
componentmaterials for each ion, according to the occurrences of the first nearest neighbors of that ion, as
widely used in [50–54]. For example, assuming a specificGa cation in theGaAsSb alloy crystal has bondswith n
As anions and (4− n) Sb anions, we then can obtain the Jancu onsite parameters (aswell as SOC and band offset)
for that specificGa cation in a linear way by
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[ ( ) ]E nE n E4 4.Ga,GaAsSb Ga,GaAs Ga,GaSb= + -

Such a linear onsitemixingworkaround is indeed physically acceptable to some extent if wemake some rude
approximations (see supplementarymaterial). However, the validity of applying thismixing to the shear
parameter bd in [35] as proposed in [37] is questionable. Another optionwas proposed byCarmesin et al in [55]
to average also the intercouplingmatrix elements, in addition to the above onsitemixing, within a tetrahedron
andwas claimed to provide better agreements for both bulkmaterials and nanostructures although its physical
justificationwas not discussed. In summary, when applied to alloy-like systems the ETB schemes relying on the
concept of ‘purematerial’would unavoidably demand the use of certain parameter interpolation, and the choice
among one interpolation or the others is not well guided by physical reasoning.

3.2. Beyond Jancu scheme
Amore recently proposed scheme byTan et al [42] in 2016 can be a step forward to overcome the above
limitations of Jancu scheme and its variants. Although also based on the Slater-Koster frameworkwith
orthogonal sp3d5s* basis set up to thefirst-nearest neighbors like Jancu scheme, Tan schemewaives the concept
of ‘purematerial’. That said, the building blocks of any atomistic structure are no longer the purematerials, but
the ion species and the bonds between them. The analysis of Tan et al is based on the idea of expanding the local
net atomic potential in terms of spherical harmonics, i.e. themultipole expansion. This allowed them to separate
the contributions of differentmultipole components originating from the atomic potentials of the neighboring
ions. Inmore detail, the onsite energies (and similarly, the band offset and SO couplings) of an ion are no longer
fixed values but rather adopt the corrections from its (first nearest)neighbors, being adjusted by some
exponential distance-scaling factors to reproduce the shifts of onsite energies. In this way, Tan scheme saves us
from choosing among ambiguous interpolations for alloy-like systems as in the ETB schemes relying on the
‘purematerial’ concept, thus significantly improving transferability. In fact, the Tan scheme implicitly covers the
linear onsite-mixingworkaround, but in amore exquisite way. For other strain effects, the Tan scheme features
the intracouplings induced by the dipole and quadrupole components of the local net potential whenever the
symmetry of the crystal is reduced, which at the same time implies the possible splitting of the degenerate
orbitals.Moreover, themultipole components give corrections to the intercouplings between two ions, taking
into account also the information about the positions of the neighboring ions of the pair. Note that this is
another advance of the Tan schemewhen it partly considers the three-center termswhich are omitted in the
two-center approximation of the Slater-Koster framework [34]. All of these amendments allow theTan scheme
to naturally deal with, as they claimed, arbitrary strain profiles, at the price of amuch larger number offitting
parameters than any ETB scheme previously proposed. The abilities of dealingwith arbitrary strain profiles and
retaining to a large extent the information of chemical species are crucial points in encounteringwith the
disordered nature of randomalloys.

For any empirically fittingmethod, the transferability is an important factor ofmerit. Apart from the
sophistication level of themodel itself, the transferability depends (perhaps evenmore critically [37]) on the
quality of the parameter fitting procedure [56, 57]. In this regard, whilemost of the other schemes considered the
features of the band structures as the only fitting targets, Tan et al used the fitting process from [57], which
involves both theDFTband structures and thewave functions.With extra information forfitting, one can
reasonably expect higher transferability for parameter sets of the Tan scheme, especially when oneworkswith
the optical simulations of thematerials inwhich the appropriate wavefunctions of the charge carriers are needed
to calculate the optical transitions. The last but not least reason for our choice of Tan scheme instead of the other
alternatives is the availability of the ETBparameter sets for various IV and III-Vmaterials. Themain downside of
this scheme is the inflation in the number of parameters, but it will only concern thosewhowant to parameterize
newmaterials, not thosewho use the schemewith already established parameters.

3.3. The alloy band-gap problem
To validate the above discussion about the two schemes, we computed and compared the band gap variation of
three Sb-containing alloysGaAsSb, InAsSb, InGaSb in terms of the Sb- or In-concentration. To a good
approximation, the concentration-dependence of a ternary alloy’s band gap usually follows a quadratic function
[5], written as

( ) ( ) ( )E xE x E bx x1 1 , 2g g g
alloy A B= + - - -

where x is the concentration of the alloyAxB1−x composed of binary constituents A andB, and the coefficient b is
the so-called bowing parameter. The estimated values of b from the experimental data for various III-V ternary
alloys can be found in the literature, e.g. in [58]. In the following comparison, wewill assess howwell Jancu
scheme (with onsite-mixingworkaround) andTan scheme can reproduce the experimental direct-gap bowing
of the above three alloys. For all simulations in this work, we use themultiscale optoelectronic simulation
software TiberCAD [59, 60], inwhichwe have implemented both ETB schemes.We chose large cubic supercells
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of 12× 12× 12 nm3 to diminish the error due to the use of artificial periodicity. Furthermore, to ensure the
statistical significance of the results, we performed simulations for 30 different supercell configurations for each
concentration being considered, and took the configurational averages afterward. Some otherminor details of
the simulation setup aswell as the unfolded band structures of GaAs0.9Sb0.1 andGaAs0.5Sb0.5 alloys calculated
with small supercells (512 atoms) for illustration purpose are provided in the supplementarymaterial.

The results are presented infigure 1.Note that the differences in the band gaps of the purematerials are due
to the fact that Jancu ETBparameters werefitted to 0 K targets, while those of Tan schemewere fitted to 300 K
targets. For better comparisonwith the experiments, we also plot the experimental band-gap values at 300 K
fromvarious references (see the caption). It is interesting that Tan scheme reproduces excellently the band-gap
bowing of all these alloys, followingmost of the experimental data points. In contrast, the Jancu schemeworks

Figure 1.Variations in band gaps versus the concentration for totally randomGaAsSb, InAsSb and InGaSb alloys calculated by Tan
scheme (300 K) and Jancu scheme (0 K). Experimental data (300 K) from various sources are shown for comparison purposes:
Woolley1959 [61],Woolley1961 [62], Coderre1969 [63], Auvergne1974 [64];Woolley1964 [65], Stringfellow1971 [66], Berolo1973
[67], Yen1987 [68],Murawski2019 [69]; Antypas1970 [70], Thomas1970 [71], Nahory1977 [72], Sakaki1977 [73], Yano1978 [74],
Wang2008 [75].
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well only for the case of the common-anion alloy InGaSbwith small gap-bowing and significantly
underestimates the large bowing parameters in the case of common-cation alloysGaAsSb and InAsSb. As a
result, the Jancu scheme predicts no gapminima forGaAsSb and InAsSb alloys while they indeed exist. It should
be emphasized that the existence of a gapminimum is one of the interesting features of alloying because it
extends the tunable energy range for optoelectronic applications. These results validate our discussions in the
previous subsections about the advantages of Tan scheme over Jancu scheme for the large-supercell simulations
of the disordered semiconductor alloys, since correctly reproducing the experimental band gap of an alloy
clearly is ofmajor importance inmodeling disordered alloys or superlattices.

4. Effects of randomfluctuations inGaAsSb

So farwe have assessed the applicability of the ETBmethod for the cases of uniform alloys, inwhich the parent
materials of the alloys are distributed over the supercell with a uniformprobability. This ideal situation is not
necessarily the case in reality. In fact, the distribution of the parentmaterials can be in a nonuniformmanner,
favoring the formation of clusters. This alloyfluctuationmay bringmore complexities to the electronic and
optical properties of the alloy samples. Inwhat follows, wewill evaluate these fluctuation effects on theGaAsSb
alloy using the atomistic ETB simulations in the TiberCAD software and compare the simulation results with the
reported experimental observations. GaAsSb alloy is one of themost important compounds of the III-V-based
semiconductormaterial group thanks to its unique properties, which are promising for potential applications in
telecommunication and optoelectronics [76]. However, the introduction of Sb intoGaAs to formGaAsSb can
introduce compositional fluctuation and in turn leads to localized states, whichwill deteriorate the useful
electronic and optical properties of the alloy as experimentally confirmed in [77]. As shown in the following, our
atomistic ETB simulations can give good agreements with [77]. Althoughwe choseGaAsSb for a detailed
investigation, theworkflowhere is not limited to this specific alloy.

In order to take spatial alloy nonuniformity into account, in addition to the simulation setup described in
section 3.3, we also control howuniformly Sb orAswill be distributed in the anion sublattice. For example, if the
Sb percentage is less than 50% (As-rich regime) thenwe let only a certain percentage (whichwe call uniformity
level) of theminority anion type (i.e. Sb) be distributedwith a uniformprobability across the supercell. The
remainingminority anionswill have a higher probability of being placed close to the already presentminority
anions. The roles of the two anion types are interchanged if the Sb concentration is above 50% (Sb-rich regime).
For the 50%alloy, we performed calculations for both possibilities. A uniformity level of 100% is equivalent to
the totally random case that has been considered in section 3.3, while a smaller uniformity level indicates a
higher possibility of cluster formation.

4.1. Impacts on alloy band gap
Infigure 2we show themean values aswell as the statistical scatterings of theGaAsSb band gapwith respect to
the Sb concentration for different uniformity levels obtained by both Jancu scheme andTan scheme.We can see
that apart from the gap bowing, the two schemes agree qualitatively with each other. The results show that the
incorporation of just a small amount of Sb intoGaAs causes the band gap to decrease dramatically. The
nonuniformdistribution of these Sb ions in thematerial decreases the band gap even further, while also
increasing the statistical scattering of the value. The bowing of band gap variation thus can be increased locally in
the small range of Sb concentration by the nonuniform Sb distribution compared to the expected value in the
ideal uniform situation, which is a noteworthy factor for gap bowing in experimentalmeasurements. However,
for increasing Sb content, the difference between the uniform and nonuniform cases gradually decreases.

Interestingly, the impact of nonuniformity is not symmetric between the Sb nonuniformity in As-rich
regime (the left side of figure 2) andAs nonuniformity in Sb-rich regime (the right side). Namely, the
nonuniformdistribution of As in the Sb-rich regime leads to only a negligible decrease in the band gapwhen the
As concentration is small, and the impact increases just a bit for higher As concentration. This suggests that
experimentally, the formation of As-rich regions has less impact onmaterial properties than the formation of
Sb-rich clusters, and that the latter should bemore easily identifiable by e.g. opticalmeasurement. On the other
hand, thismay give us another possible degree of freedom in tuning the band gap of alloys.

4.2. Impacts on carrier localization
To gain insight into how alloyfluctuations affect the carrier localization, we calculated the projected density of
states (PDOS) of each ion in the supercell and then extracted howmany of them contribute themost to 80%of
the probability density of states at the valence-band edge (VBE) and the conduction-band edge (CBE). A smaller
percentage implies a stronger localization of the charge carrier. These results are demonstrated infigures 3 and 4
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for Tan scheme only. Results obtainedwith Jancu scheme are similar. Fromfigures 3 and 4 it is clear that the
anion uniformity, regardless of Sb or As, in generalmakes theVBE state (hole)more localized and also increases
the statistical scattering. On the other hand, nonuniformity has a negligible impact on the localization of theCBE
state (electron). Our ETB simulation results support the experimental observations ofGao et al [77] about the
existence of localized states in the growth ofGaAsSb alloy, whichwas attributed to the fluctuations of the Sb
distribution in the randomalloy. It should be noted that in [77] all themeasuredGaAsSb samples were in the As-
rich regimewith%Sb< 10%.Here, with the ETB simulations spanning a full range of concentrations, we can
draw amore general conclusion that the nonuniformity of the anion distribution, not only of the Sb
distribution, enhances the carrier localization in theGaAsSb alloy.Moreover, we point out in particular that the

Figure 2.The variation of theGaAsSb band gap versus Sb-concentration but for different levels of anion uniformity calculated by the
Jancu scheme (at 0K, upper panel) and the Tan scheme (at 300 K, lower panel) represented bymean values and statistical error bars.
Depending onwhether the alloy is As-rich (%Sb � 0.5) or Sb-rich (%Sb � 0.5), we choose theminority anion type to control the
uniformity level. The Sb (As)uniformitymeans the percentage of Sb (As) anions that are uniformly distributed throughout the
supercell.

Figure 3.The percentage of top contributing atoms to 80%density of theVBE (left) andCBE (right)wavefunctions versus the Sb-
uniformity level in As-rich regime for%Sb from0.1 to 0.5.
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ones that getmore localized are the hole-like states, while the electron-like states remain substantially
delocalized.

Another notable point is that a high concentration of Sb canmitigate the impact of Sb nonuniformity in the
As-rich regime, aswe can observe from the left plot offigure 3 for different Sb concentrations. This seems to be
contrary to [77] atfirst glance since they concluded that the degree of localized states increases with increasing Sb
content. However, note that the concentrations in their samples are below 10%. In fact, the degree of localization
should begin to increase rapidly from the pureGaAs case, then reaching amaximumat some percentage well
below 50%, before decreasingwithmore andmore Sb added. The opposite trend occurs for As nonuniformity in
the Sb-rich regime, where a large As concentration tends to enhance the localization of the hole state. Together
with the observation of the band gap variation infigure 1, this shows that the impacts of Sb andAs
nonuniformity in theGaAsSb alloy are asymmetric.

This asymmetry can be understood qualitatively if we pay attention to the relative band offset betweenGaAs
andGaSb. These two binarymaterials have a quite large valence band offset (the natural VBE ofGaSb is about
0.77 eVhigher than that of GaAs, according to [58]).When nonuniformity is present, clusters of GaSb (orGaAs)
may form, acting like local potential quantumwells (or barriers)with respect to the holes. In the As-rich regime,
even a small amount ofGaSb clusters can trap the holes within a small space, thus suddenly enhancing the hole
localization compared to the pure bulkGaAs.On the other hand, in the Sb-rich case a locally increasedAs
concentration induces a circumscribed potential barrier, which cannot considerably change hole localization.
For theCBE state, since theCBEs ofGaAs andGaSb are almost aligned, the fluctuation of local potential is very
weak and consequently has a negligible impact on themovement of lightweight electrons. In conclusion, the
asymmetry between the impact of Sb- andAs-nonuniformity is in intimate relation to the asymmetry between
the band offsets of GaSb andGaAs.

4.3. Impacts on optical transitions
As discussed in section 3, Tan scheme advances Jancu scheme in describing the proper alloy band gap.On the
other hand, thefitting procedure of Tan scheme [57] is expected to treat thewavefunction-depedent quantities
like the optical transitionsmore accurately. These characteristics are important if onewants to use the ETB
method for simulating optical properties of the disordered semiconductor alloys. In the following, we apply the
Tan scheme to calculate themomentummatrix element (MME) of the ground-state transition at theΓ-point of
the Brillouin zone of GaAsSb as a function of Sb content with different uniformity levels of the anion
distribution. The result is shown infigure 5.One can see that themagnitude of theMMEs decreases significantly
with the increase in nonuniformity level, whereas their statistical scatterings become larger in general. This can
be attributed to smaller overlapping between thewavefunctions of the electron and hole states, which is directly
related to the enhanced localization of the hole states in the presence of nonuniformity. The effect is consistent
with the analysis in section 4.2. Furthermore, in the As-rich regime, the scattering inMMEvalues increase
rapidly at higher Sb concentrations, especially in the presence of nonuniformity, fromwhichwewould expect a
larger broadening in the spontaneous emission spectra. This result again confirms the experimental
observations in [77]. Incorporating a small amount of Sb intoGaAs can lead to a substantial decrease in optical
transition strength if Sb ions are not distributed uniformly, which could result in a loss of efficiency in
optoelectronic applications. The higher the nonuniformity, themore sensitive theMMEs are with respect to the
alloy composition.

We also calculated the (normalized) spectral power density of GaAsSb inAs-rich regime (20%Sb) for
different uniformity levels at 300 K, presented infigure 6, showing that apart from a red-shift due to the band gap
narrowing also a spectral broadening should be expected. Finally, the effects on the optical transition in the

Figure 4. Similar tofigure 3 but versusAs-uniformity in Sb-rich regime for%Sb from0.5 to 0.9 (equivalen to%As from0.5 down to0.1).
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Sb-rich regime ismuch less sensitive to the concentration and the uniformity level of As ions, which again
manifests the asymmetric roles between the two anion types.

5. Conclusions and outlooks

Asa balance between the costlyab-initio calculations and the continuous-mediamodels like k·p, theETBmethod
has found its applications in simulations involving large numbers of atomswhere the details of atomistic
arrangementmatter, like in the case of randomsemiconductor alloyswith possibly nonuniform iondistributions.
Thiswork discussed the limitations of awidely usedETB scheme [35] indealingwith the complexities due to
irregular strain and chemical species profiles in suchmaterials.We showed that amore state-of-the-art ETB
scheme [42] can take an advance over these limitations and reproduce the results that are alignedwellwith the
experimentalmeasurements, especially for the concentrationdependence of the alloy’s band gaps.We then
demonstrated how the newETBscheme can serve as a suitable tool for studying the effects of alloy disorder and
nonuniform iondistributions on the electronic and optical properties of alloymaterials via a specific example of
GaAsSb. The calculations show that, as expected, nonuniformity further decreases the alloy’s band gap, enhances
inparticular hole localization anddegrades the strength of optical transitions.All of theseETB simulation results
not only agreewellwith experimental observations [77], but also addmore physical insights from the atomistic
view. Finallywewould like to highlight that the ETB simulations canbe applied transferably to investigate other
alloys,QWs,QDs, SLs, heterostructureswith interfaces between differentmaterials, or in general atomistic systems
of reasonable sizes, provided that the necessary ETBparameters are available.

Figure 5.The square of ground-state transitionmomentummatrix element (MME) in atomic units atΓ point forGaAsSb alloywith
different uniformity levels of anion distribution. Black dashed lines are for eye-guiding purpose.

Figure 6.The normalized spontaneous emission spectra ofGaAsSb for 20%Sbwith different Sb-uniformity levels at 300 K.
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